
FROST

**About FROST**

FROST is the new game from Kunabi brothers, who caused a stir with their game Blek and were

highly praised by critics.

FROST takes you into a dream world full of bright colorful particles. The aim of the game is to fill

the round, planet-like targets with colorful particles of light. To direct the particles into the planets,

you have to move your fingers across the screen. The particles then follow this path. But since

each particle of light has a different color and behaves differently, some levels are particularly

tricky and difficult to solve. To make solving the levels even more enjoyable, the game not only

gives you visual but also an acoustic feedback.

**FROST - features:** 

- Travel through a dream world: In FROST you travel through a colorful and galactic dream world.

Your goal is to fill the planet-like targets with colorful particles of light. You move the particles of

light by drawing a path across the screen with your fingers. As the particles are attracted to the

path and follow it, you can guide them into the target object.

- Increasing level of difficulty: The game convinces at first by a simple game principle, which you

get to know by trying it out. In order that the game remains exciting and tricky even after the first

levels and after understanding the game principle, the difficulty of the game increases

continuously. While at first you only have to guide light particles of the same color into the target

object, many more light particles will soon be added, which have different colors and different

properties. While the light particles are initially attracted to your drawn path, the orange light

particles e.g. bounce off the path. Here you have to think about other solutions and strategies.

- Visual and acoustic feedback: FROST can be enjoyed and played with all senses. The game gives

you a visual or acoustic feedback every turn that inspires you to try new approaches.

- Colorful and unique game spectacle: FROST convinces above all by its colorful and unique

design. During the game, great shapes and formations of colorful particles of light form again and

again. All elements in the game are reminiscent of distant galaxies and take you into another

world, where great light spectacles such as the neutrino flower or brightly colored stardust await

you.

Conclusion: In FROST you can enjoy a unique gaming experience. Not only visual marvels like

colorful light particles or wondrous light formations, but also numerous challenging levels await

you. As the level of difficulty increases steadily and the game becomes more and more complex,

FROST always remains exciting and tricky.


